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GUIDELINE UPDATES 

The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) Guideline for CYP2D6 

Genotype and Use of Ondansetron and Tropisetron is published in full on the PharmGKB 

(www.pharmgkb.org) and CPIC websites (cpicpgx.org). Relevant information will be reviewed 

periodically and updated guidelines published online.  

  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

We searched the PubMed® database (1966 to September 2015) for the following keywords: 

(cytochrome P450 2D6 or CYP2D6) AND (ondansetron, granisetron, tropisetron, palonosetron, 

ramosetron, 5-HT3 receptor antagonists).  Using these search terms, 43 publications were 

identified. In addition, studies annotated in PharmGKB (http://www.pharmgkb.org) were 

identified. Study inclusion criteria included publications that included analyses for the 

association between CYP2D6 genotypes and metabolism of 5-hydroxytryptamine type 3 

antagonists (5-HT3) or 5-HT3 antagonist-related adverse drug events or clinical outcomes. Non-

English manuscripts were excluded. Following application of these inclusion criteria, 7 

publications were reviewed and included in the evidence table (Supplemental Table S2). 

 

The CYP2D6 allele frequency tables (CYP2D6 frequency table (1)) are updates of those 

previously published in CPIC guidelines (2-4). Updates to the CYP2D6 allele frequency tables 

were made by searching the PubMed® database (1995 to July 2016). The following criteria were 

used for CYP2D6: (CYP2D6 or 2D6 or cytochrome P4502D6) AND (genotype OR allele OR 

frequency OR minor allele OR variant OR ethnic OR race OR racial OR ethnicity) with filter 

limits set to retrieve “full-text” and “English” literature. In addition, reports were also identified 

from citations by others or review articles. Studies were considered for inclusion in the CYP2D6 

frequency table if:  (1) the ethnicity of the population was clearly indicated, (2) either allele 

frequencies or genotype frequencies were reported, (3) the method by which the genes were 

genotyped was indicated, (4) the sample population consisted of at least 50 individuals with a 

few exceptions (e.g., smaller cohorts that were part of larger studies) and (5) the study 

represented an original publication (no reviews or meta-analyses).   

http://www.pharmgkb.org/
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GENE: CYP2D6  

Genetic Test Interpretation 

CYP2D6 genetic variants are typically reported as haplotypes, which are defined by a specific 

combination of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and/or other sequence variants 

including insertions and deletions that are interrogated during genotyping analysis. CYP2D6 

haplotypes are assigned a star-allele (*) nomenclature to allow for the standardization of genetic 

polymorphism annotation (5). A complete list of CYP2D6 star-allele nomenclature along with 

the genetic variants that define each star-allele is available at 

http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm. Information regarding CYP2D6  

haplotypes (star-alleles) is also available at PharmGKB (CYP2D6 Allele Definition Table (1). 

Knowing which SNPs or other genetic variants a particular test interrogates is important as the 

inclusion or exclusion of certain genetic variants in a pharmacogenetic test could affect the 

reported star-allele result.  

 

Reference laboratories usually report a diplotype, which is the summary of inherited maternal 

and paternal star-alleles (e.g. CYP2D6*1/*10, where an individual inherited a *1 allele and a *10 

allele). Commonly reported CYP2D6 star-alleles are categorized into functional groups (e.g., 

normal function, decreased function, or no function) based on the predicted activity of the 

encoded enzyme (CYP2D6 Allele Definition Table (1)). The predicted phenotype (Table 1, 

main manuscript) is influenced by the expected function of each reported allele in the 

diplotype. CYP2D6 phenotype-predicting tools, such as pharmacogenetic translation tables, are 

being developed by CPIC and can be accessed at www.pharmgkb.org. Hicks et al. describes the 

development of the CYP2D6 translation table (6).  

 

Calculating CYP2D6 Activity Score. Gaedigk et al. developed a scoring system to provide a 

uniform approach to assigning a predicted CYP2D6 phenotype (7). CYP2D6 alleles are assigned 

an activity value as detailed in Supplemental Table S1 and S2 (1). The activity value of each 

allele reported in the diplotype is added together to calculate the CYP2D6 activity score. For 

example, to calculate the activity score of a CYP2D6*1/*17 diplotype, the activity value of *1 

(activity value = 1) and the activity value of *17 (activity value = 0.5) are totaled to provide the 

CYP2D6 activity score of 1.5. Note that a value of 0.5 indicates decreased activity and not that 

the activity conveyed by an allele is half of that encoded by a normal function allele. For this 

http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm
http://www.pharmgkb.org/
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guideline, the CYP2D6 activity score is used to assign a predicted phenotype as follows: activity 

score of 0 = poor metabolizer, activity score of 0.5 = intermediate metabolizer, activity scores 

ranging from 1.0-2.0 = normal metabolizer, and activity score greater than 2.0 = ultrarapid 

metabolizer. Therefore, a pharmacogenetic test result of CYP2D6*1/*17 would result in a 

CYP2D6 activity score of 1.5 and a predicted phenotype of normal metabolizer.  

 

There is a lack of consensus in regards to whether patients with a CYP2D6 activity score of 1.0 

should be assigned a normal or intermediate phenotype (3). Pharmacokinetic data suggest that 

patients with an activity score of 1.0 have a higher CYP2D6 metabolic capacity compared to 

patients with an activity score of 0.5, but less CYP2D6 enzyme activity compared to patients 

with an activity score of 2.0 (7). Herein, we classified patients with a CYP2D6 activity score of 

1.0 as normal metabolizers, which is consistent with the CPIC guidelines for codeine, the 

tricyclic antidepressants and SSRIs (4, 7, 8).  

 

CYP2D6 Structural and Gene Copy Number Variants. Because CYP2D6 is subject to copy 

number variation (gene duplications, multiplications, or deletions), clinical laboratories may 

report gene copy number if directly tested. Most patients will have a normal copy number of 2, 

with one gene copy inherited maternally and one gene copy inherited paternally. When two 

CYP2D6 gene copies are present, the diplotype may be reported as follows: CYP2D6*1/*1 or 

CYP2D6 (*1/*1)2N, where “2” represents the gene copy number. A copy number of “1” 

indicates the presence of a CYP2D6 gene deletion (the patient possesses only one gene copy), 

and a copy number of “0” indicates both CYP2D6 genes are deleted. CYP2D6 gene deletions are 

indicated by the CYP2D6*5 allele. A gene deletion that is present on one chromosome may be 

reported as follows: CYP2D6*2/*5 or CYP2D6 (*2/*2)1N, where “1” represents gene copy 

number and the CYP2D6*5 allele is inferred. Typically, clinical laboratories will report a 

homozygous gene deletion as CYP2D6*5/*5 or CYP2D6 (*5/*5)0N.  

 

A copy number greater than two indicates the presence of a CYP2D6 gene duplication or 

multiplication. When a CYP2D6 gene duplication is present, the diplotype may be reported as 

CYP2D6 (*1/*2)3N, where “3” represents gene copy number. A clinical laboratory may not 

report an exact copy number, but rather indicate that additional copies of the CYP2D6 gene are 

present (e.g., CYP2D6*1/*2 duplication or CYP2D6 (*1/*2)xN). In instances where a 
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duplication/multiplication is present and the exact copy number is not reported, most patients 

will likely have a CYP2D6 gene copy number of 3. However, individuals carrying as many as 13 

CYP2D6 gene copies have been reported (9). Clinical laboratories typically do not determine 

which allele is duplicated, therefore when calculating CYP2D6 activity score the duplication 

must be considered for each allele reported in the diplotype (10). For example, a genotype result 

of CYP2D6 (*1/*4)3N indicates a patient has three copies of the CYP2D6 gene, with either two 

copies of the CYP2D6*1 allele and one copy of the CYP2D6*4 allele, or one copy of the 

CYP2D6*1 allele and two copies of the CYP2D6*4 allele. If the CYP2D6*1 allele carries the 

duplication, the CYP2D6 activity score of this diplotype will be 2, whereas if the CYP2D6*4 

allele carries the duplication, the activity score will be 1. Likewise, if the number of gene copies 

is not determined and it remains unknown which allele carries the duplication/multiplication, a 

CYP2D6 (*4/*9)xN genotype, for example, can be consistent with an IM (intermediate 

metabolizer) phenotype (CYP2D6*4xN/*9; activity score of 0.5) or an NM (normal metabolizer) 

phenotype (CYP2D6*4/*9xN assuming that xN does not exceed four copies in which case the 

activity score is 1 for xN=2, 1.5 for xN=3 and 2 for xN=4). As these examples illustrate, 

phenotype prediction will be considerably more accurate if testing determines which allele 

carries the duplication/multiplication and determines the number of gene copies present. Studies 

have been published describing the translation of CYP2D6 genotypes into predicted phenotypes 

when gene duplications or multiplications are present (2, 7, 10-12).  

 

Note that a duplication may not be detected by copy number assays when paired with the 

CYP2D6*5 allele (gene deletion). A CYP2D6*2x2/*5 diplotype, for example, has a gene 

duplication on one allele and a gene deletion on the other for a total number of two gene copies. 

This diplotype may be reported as CYP2D6*2/*2.   

 

Other structural variants include gene copies that consist of CYP2D6 and CYP2D7-derived 

sequences (13, 14). The no function CYP2D7-2D6 hybrid genes, collectively assigned as 

CYP2D6*13 (15), may not be detected by a particular genotype test or gene copy number testing. 

In such cases the test may detect only the allele present on the second chromosome and report 

the diplotype as homozygous for that allele. For example, a test that does not detect CYP2D6*13 

will report a CYP2D6*1/*13 diplotype as CYP2D6*1/*1. Hybrid genes can also occur in 

duplication configurations and cause positive gene duplication test results that may lead to an 
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overestimation of activity and false-positive prediction of ultrarapid metabolism (14, 16). For 

example, a CYP2D6*1/*13+*2 diplotype (activity score = 2 predicting normal metabolism) may 

be assigned as CYP2D6*1/*2xN (activity score =3 predicting ultrarapid metabolism).      

 

Limitations of the Star (*) Nomenclature and Allele Assignments. The star (*) nomenclature 

has defined multiple subvariants for an allele (e.g. CYP2D6*2 and *4), but generally, these are 

not distinguished by current testing. This is of no consequence for CYP2D6*4, because all *4 

subvariants share 1846G>A causing aberrant splicing and absence of functional protein. For 

CYP2D6*2, however, it is uncertain whether any of the sequence variations defining the 

suballeles convey a functional consequence. Also, there is no, or little, information regarding 

their frequencies because test laboratories do not discriminate the suballeles. In addition, there 

are numerous known variants and subvariants of uncertain function that have not been 

designated by the nomenclature committee.  

 

It also needs to be realized that the accuracy of a genotype test depends on the number of 

sequence variations/allelic variants tested. If no variation is found, a CYP2D6*1 will be the 

‘default’ assignment. Depending on which sequence variations are found, the default assignment 

will be CYP2D6*2 (or other). For example, if 2850C>T is present, but 1023C>T is not, the 

default assignment is CYP2D6*2. Also see ‘CYP2D6 Other Considerations’ below.    

 

Recent findings indicate that a SNP in a distal enhancer region impacts allele activity on the 

transcriptional level (17, 18). It is not fully understood on which allelic variants this enhancer 

SNP is located. Emerging knowledge, however, suggests that a portion of CYP2D6*2 alleles 

carrying the enhancer SNP convey normal function while others lacking the enhancer SNP have 

decreased function; the effect of the enhancer SNP in other haplotypes remains unknown. 

Presence or absence of the enhancer SNP likely also impacts the activity encoded by 

CYP2D6*2xN (duplications and multiplications). This SNP is, however, not included in current 

test panels. The activity score will be updated, if warranted, as new information becomes 

available. 
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Available Genetic Test Options 

Commercially available genetic testing options change over time. Additional information about 

pharmacogenetic testing can be found at the Genetic Testing Registry 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/). The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics 

(ACMG) established guidelines for laboratory testing of CYP2D6 in relation to tamoxifen 

therapy (19).   

 

Clinical laboratories may analyze for different SNPs or other genetic variants, which are 

dependent on the genotyping platforms used and may affect the reported diplotype leading to 

discrepant results between methodologies. Additionally, laboratories may differ in how CYP2D6 

copy number variants are reported, which can potentially affect phenotype prediction. Therefore, 

it is important to not only know the alleles interrogated by each laboratory, but also which 

sequence variants (e.g., SNPs, insertions, or deletions) are tested and how copy number variants 

are reported. Clinical laboratories commonly give an interpretation of the genotype result and 

provide a predicted phenotype. Phenotype assignment for this guideline is defined in the main 

manuscript and supplementary data, but may differ from some clinical laboratory interpretations. 

Any CYP2D6 genotyping results used to guide patient pharmacotherapy and/or deposited into 

patient medical records should be derived from validated genotyping platforms in clinical 

laboratories that implement the appropriate regulatory standards and best practices (e.g., CAP, 

CLIA).   

 

CYP2D6 Other Considerations  

There are several factors that cause potential uncertainty in CYP2D6 genotyping results and 

phenotype predictions as follows: 1) Because it is currently impractical to test for every variation 

in the CYP2D6 gene, genotyping tests may not detect rare variants resulting in patients being 

assigned a default genotype. It also needs to be stressed that genotyping tests are not designed to 

detect unknown/de novo sequence variations. Depending on the sequence variations (or alleles 

present) in a given patient, the default genotype may be CYP2D6*1/*1 (or wild-type) or another 

diplotype. If the rare or de novo variant adversely affects CYP2D6 enzyme function, then the 

patient’s actual phenotype may differ from the predicted phenotype. 2) Sub-alleles of CYP2D6*4 

have been identified that harbor additional SNPs with limited or no added functional 

consequence (e.g., CYP2D6*4A, *4B, *4C, and *4D). Therefore, only analyzing for the defining 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/
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CYP2D6*4 SNPs (100C>T and 1846G>A) is usually sufficient to determine a CYP2D6 

phenotype. 3) There are multiple gene units involved in duplication and other major 

rearrangements. Additionally, the pseudogenes CYP2D7 and CYP2D8 may be misinterpreted as 

functional duplications (20).  If the specific gene units involved in the duplication or other 

rearrangements are not specifically tested for, the phenotype prediction may be inaccurate and 

CYP2D6 activity over-estimated. 4) Some SNPs exist on multiple alleles. For example, 

CYP2D6*69 carries the defining SNPs for CYP2D6*41 (2850C>T, 2988G>A, and 4180G>C) 

and the defining SNPs for CYP2D6*10 (100C>T and 4180G>C) in addition to multiple other 

SNPs. If a patient carries these genetic variants (in the absence of 1846G>A), a CYP2D6*10/*41 

diplotype is typically assigned, because this is the most likely result based on allele frequencies. 

However, a CYP2D6*1/*69 genotype cannot be excluded with certainty. Testing for additional 

SNPs (e.g., 1062A>G, 3384A>C, and 3584G>A) could exclude CYP2D6*1/*69 with certainty. 

Therefore, to unequivocally determine the presence of certain alleles, testing for multiple SNPs 

may be required. 5) Allele frequencies may vary considerably among individuals of different 

ethnic backgrounds. For instance, CYP2D6*10 is common in Asian populations while 

CYP2D6*17 is common in people of Sub-Saharan African ancestry. These alleles, however, 

have a considerably lower prevalence in other ethnic groups such as Caucasians of European 

ancestry. As another example, CYP2D6*14 is present in Asian populations and therefore its 

defining SNP (1758G>A) has been incorporated into Asian genotyping panels (21). Thus, the 

alleles that should be tested for a given population may vary considerably. 6) Certain alleles 

carry genes in tandem arrangements. One such example is CYP2D6*36+*10 (one copy of the 

non-functional CYP2D6*36 and one copy of the decreased function CYP2D6*10).  This tandem 

can be found in Asians and is typically reported as a default assignment of CYP2D6*10.   

 

LEVELS OF EVIDENCE LINKING GENOTYPE TO PHENOTYPE 

The evidence summarized in Supplemental Tables S2 is graded (22) on a scale of high, 

moderate, and weak, based upon the level of evidence: 

High: Evidence includes consistent results from well-designed, well-conducted studies. 

Moderate: Evidence is sufficient to determine effects, but the strength of the evidence is 

limited by the number, quality, or consistency of the individual studies, generalizability 

to routine practice, or indirect nature of the evidence. 
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Weak: Evidence is insufficient to assess the effects on health outcomes because of 

limited number or power of studies, important flaws in their design or conduct, gaps in 

the chain of evidence, or lack of information. 

 

Every effort was made to present evidence from high-quality studies, which provided the 

framework for the strength of therapeutic recommendations (Table 2, main manuscript). 

 

STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

CPIC’s therapeutic recommendations are based on weighing the evidence from a combination of 

preclinical functional and clinical data, as well as on some existing disease-specific consensus 

guidelines. Some of the factors that are taken into account in evaluating the evidence supporting 

therapeutic recommendations include: in vivo pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data, in 

vitro enzyme activity of tissues expressing wild-type or variant-containing CYP2D6, in vitro 

CYP2D6 enzyme activity from tissues isolated from individuals of known CYP2D6 genotypes, 

and in vivo pre-clinical and clinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies.  

 

Overall, the therapeutic recommendations are simplified to allow rapid interpretation by 

clinicians. CPIC uses a slight modification of a transparent and simple system for just three 

categories for recommendations adopted from the rating scale for evidence-based 

recommendations on the use of antiretroviral agents (23):  

 

Strong recommendation for the statement: “The evidence is high quality and the desirable 

effects clearly outweigh the undesirable effects.” 

Moderate recommendation for the statement: “There is a close or uncertain balance” as to 

whether the evidence is high quality and the desirable clearly outweigh the undesirable effects. 

Optional recommendation for the statement: The desirable effects are closely balanced with 

undesirable effects, or the evidence is weak or based on extrapolations. There is room for 

differences in opinion as to the need for the recommended course of action. 

No recommendation: There is insufficient evidence, confidence, or agreement to provide a 

recommendation to guide clinical practice at this time 
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RESOURCES TO INCORPORATE PHARMACOGENETICS INTO AN ELECTRONIC 

HEALTH RECORD WITH CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT  

 

Clinical decision support (CDS) tools integrated within electronic health records (EHRs) can 

help guide clinical pharmacogenetics at the point of care (24-28).  See 

htttps://cpicpgx.org/guideline-for-ondansetron-and-tropisetron-and-cyp2d6-genotype for 

resources to support the adoption of CPIC guidelines within an EHR (29).  Based on the 

capabilities of various EHRs and local preferences, we recognize that approaches may vary 

across organizations. Our intent is to synthesize foundational knowledge that provides a common 

starting point for incorporating CYP2D6 genotype results in an EHR to guide ondansetron and 

tropisetron dosing.   

 

Effectively incorporating pharmacogenetic information into an EHR to optimize drug therapy 

should have some key attributes.  Pharmacogenetic results, an interpreted phenotype, and a 

concise interpretation or summary of the result must be documented in the EHR (6). To 

incorporate a phenotype in the EHR in a standardized manner, genotype test results provided by 

the laboratory must be consistently translated into an interpreted phenotype (Table 1, main 

manuscript).  Because clinicians must be able to easily find the information, the interpreted 

phenotype may be documented as a problem list entry or in a patient summary section; these 

phenotypes are best stored in the EHR at the “person level” rather than at the date-centric 

“encounter level”.  Additionally, results should be entered as standardized and discrete terms to 

facilitate using them to provide point-of-care CDS (30, 31).  

 

Because pharmacogenetic results have lifetime implications and clinical significance, results 

should be placed into a section of the EHR that is accessible independent of the test result date to 

allow clinicians to quickly find the result at any time after it is initially placed in the EHR.  To 

facilitate this process, CPIC is providing gene-specific information figures and tables that 

include full diplotype to phenotype tables, diagram(s) that illustrate how CYP2D6 

pharmacogenetic test results could be entered into an EHR, example EHR consultation/genetic 

test interpretation language and widely used nomenclature systems (see 

https://www.pharmgkb.org/page/cyp2d6RefMaterials)(1). Point-of-care CDS should be designed 

to effectively notify clinicians of prescribing implications at any time after the test result is 

https://www.pharmgkb.org/page/cyp2d6RefMaterials
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entered into the EHR. CPIC is also providing gene-drug specific tables that provide guidance to 

achieve these objectives with diagrams that illustrate how point-of-care CDS should be entered 

into the EHR, example pre- and post-test alert language, and widely used nomenclature systems 

for relevant drugs (see htttps://cpicpgx.org/guideline-for-ondansetron-and-tropisetron-and-

cyp2d6-genotype).
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE S1. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN ALLELIC VARIANTSA 

AND CYP2D6 ENZYME ACTIVITY 

Functional Status (2, 7) Activity Valuec,d Alleles 

Increased function >1 *1xN, *2xN, *35xN, *45 gxN 

Normal or Increased function 1 or >1h  
*9xN, *10xN, *17xN, *29xN, 

*41xN 

Normal functionb 1 
*1e, *2, *27, *33, *34f, *35, 

*39f, *45g, *46g, *48, *53 

Decreased function 0.5 
*9, *10, *14B,*17, *29, *41, 

*49, *50, *54, *55, *59, *72 

No function  0 

*3, *3xN, *4, *4xN, *5, *6, 

*6xN, *7, *8, *11, *12, *13, 

*14A, *15, *18, *19, *20, *21, 

*31, *36, *36xN, *38, *40, 

*42, *44, *47, *51, *56, *57,  

*62,*68, *69, *92, *100, *101 

Unknown N/A 

*22, *23, *24, *25, *26, *28, 

*30, *32, *37, *43, *43xN, 

*52, *58, *60,  *61, *63, *64, 

*65, *70, *71, *73, *74, *75,  

*81, *82, *83, *84, *85, *86, 

*87, *88, *89, *90, *91,  *93, 

*94, *95, *96, *97, *98, *102, 

*103, *104, *105, *107, *108, 

*109 

 
aSee http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm or CYP2D6 Allele Definition Table (1) for updates 
on CYP2D6 allelic variants and nomenclature. 
bAn important caveat for all genotyping tests is that the decision to assign an allele a wild-type 
status is based upon a genotyping test that interrogates only the most common and already-
proven sites of functional variation. It is always possible that a new, previously undiscovered 
(and therefore un-interrogated) site of variation is defaulted to a functional allele assignment 
(wild-type). There is a rare possibility that such variation confers decreased or no function in an 
individual and that the person’s CYP2D6 function is not accurately predicted.  

http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm
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cFor some allelic variants there is no or sparse information regarding their activity; therefore no 
value can be assigned and no CYP2D6 activity score can be calculated. In such cases, the 
activity score may be estimated based on the second/known allele. A recent in vitro investigation 
using tamoxifen as substrate provides preliminary information for alleles listed here as unknown 
(32). 
dFor certain CYP2D6 alleles in vivo data are lacking to unambiguously assign an activity value. 
For instance, the CYP2D6*10 and *17 activity values may be substrate dependent, and for 
particular drugs the activity value could be closer to 1 (normal function) or 0 (no function). It 
should be noted that the CYP2D6 activity score is an ordinal scale. An allele with an activity 
score of 0.5 does not necessarily have half the metabolic activity of an allele with an activity 
score of 1. Rather the score of 0.5 indicates the allele has decreased metabolic activity when 
compared to the CYP2D6*1 reference allele.         
eCYP2D6*1 serves as reference and is defined as wild-type.  
f Function of CYP2D6*34 and *39 is extrapolated from *2. Both star alleles have SNP(s) that are 
part of the *2 haplotype. 
gLimited data are available to determine the predicted activity value of CYP2D6*45 and *46. 
Although an activity value of 1 (normal function) is assigned to CYP2D6*45 and *46 in this 
guideline, others may assign an activity value of 0.5 (decreased function). 
hActivity value is dependent on the number of duplications/multiplications present.   
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE S2. EVIDENCE LINKING CYP2D6 TO ONDANSETRON AND TROPISETRON PHENOTYPE 

Type of experimental 
model (in vitro, in vivo, 
preclinical or clinical) 

Major findings References  Level of evidencea 

Clinical  CYP2D6 gene duplication is associated with 
decreased ondansetron AUC for S-ondansetron 
enantiomer only (no influence on racemic mixture). 

Stamer, et al. (2011)(33) Moderate 

Clinical CYP2D6 genotype/phenotype has no effect on 
ondansetron concentrations (racemic mixture).   

Rauers, et al. (2010)(34) 
Ashforth, et al. (1994)(35) 

Weak 

Clinical CYP2D6 gene duplication is associated with 
decreased response to ondansetron (i.e. vomiting) 
when used for prevention of postoperative nausea 
and vomiting.  

Candiotti, et al. (2005)(36) 
 

Moderate 

Clinical CYP2D6 gene duplication is associated with 
decreased response to ondansetron (i.e. vomiting) 
when used for prevention or treatment of 
chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting. 

Kaiser, et al. (2002)(37) Weak 

Clinical CYP2D6 intermediate metabolizer genotype is not 
associated with response to ondansetron as 
compared to normal metabolizers. Note: Based on 
the CPIC/Gaedigk activity score some diplotypes 
classified as intermediate metabolizers would be 
classified as normal metabolizers in CPIC 
guidelines (e.g., CYP2D6 *2/*4). 

Perwitasari, et al. (2011)(38) Weak 

Clinical CYP2D6 ultrarapid metabolizer genotype is 
associated with decreased tropisetron AUC as 
compared to CYP2D6 normal metabolizers.  

Kim, et al. (2003)(39) Weak 
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Clinical CYP2D6 intermediate metabolizerb genotype is 
associated with increased tropisetron AUC as 
compared to the CYP2D6 normal metabolizer 
genotype.  

Kim, et al. (2003)(39) Weak 

Clinical CYP2D6 poor metabolizer genotype had higher 
serum concentrations of tropisetron than all other 
patients. 

Kaiser, et al. (2002)(37) Moderate 

Clinical CYP2D6 gene duplication is associated with 
decreased response to tropisetron (i.e. vomiting) 
when used for prevention or treatment of 
chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting. 

Kaiser, et al. (2002)(37) Moderate 

aHigh: Evidence includes consistent results from well-designed, well-conducted studies. 
Moderate: Evidence is sufficient to determine effects, but the strength of the evidence is limited by the number, quality, or consistency 
of the individual studies; generalizability to routine practice; or indirect nature of the evidence. 
Weak: Evidence is insufficient to assess the effects on health outcomes because of limited number or power of studies, important 
flaws in their design or conduct, gaps in the chain of evidence, or lack of information 
bManuscript describes these individuals as poor metabolizers. Per CPIC/Gaedigk activity scores, all these patients are intermediate 
metabolizers. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE S3. CYTOCHROME P450 ENZYMES INVOLVED IN THE METABOLISM OF 5-HT3 

RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST 

 
 CYP1A1 CYP1A2 CYP2D6 CYP3A4/5 Reference 
Dolansetron - - + + Sanwald, et al. (1996) (40) 
Ganisetron - - - + Bloomer, et al. (1994) (41) 
Ondansetron + + + + Sanwald, et al. (1996) (40) 

Dixon, et al. (1995) (42) 
Fischer, et al. (1994) (43) 

Palonosetron - + + + MGI Pharma (44) 
Ramosetron + + + - Kadokura, et al. (45) 
Tropisetron - - + + Sanwald, et al. (1996) (40) 

Fischer, et al. (1994) (43) 
Firkusny, et al. (1995) (46) 
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